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The New African Case 

THE APPEAL SUCCEEDS 

The sentence against the former publishers of "The 
New African" and a director, Mrs . 1. N. Block, for 
publishing an indecent short story "The Fugitives" 
by Can Themba was set aside by Mr. Justice van 
Heerden in the Cape Supreme Court on 24th March, 
1965. The Judge found that "the magistrate had 
misdirected himself as to who would read the 
publication. The question arose of whether the 
words would corrupt the minds of intellectuals. 
It seemed they would not be likely either to 
deprave or corrupt. To an intellectual mind these 
words would appear as nothing more than the 
coarse and crude expletives they actually were 
and which one would expect to be used by the type 
of people who frequent a shebeen. " This is the 
second prosecution ultimately to have failed under 
South Africa's new int~rnal censorship law. "The 
New African" case was brought as a result of 
investigations undertaken by the Security Police. 

Though the Company's fine of R300 (£150) and 
Mrs. Block's of R300 (£150), or three month's 
imprisonment, have been set aside, thus 
releasing the individual donors who had guaranteed 
this amount, a large part of the costs, totalling 
about R900, has still to be found and donations are 
urgently requested to "The New African" fund, 
12a, Goodwins Court, St. Martins Lane, W. C. 2, 
London. 

NOTE 

The interview of Mr. Oscac Kambona 
by Frene GinwaLa in 
The New African, March 1965, 
was published "by kind permission of 
the Transcription Centre, London, 
where it was recorded. 

Verwoerd's 
Bechuanaland? 

THE VICTORY of the Democratic Party in last month's Bechuanaland elec
tions was not very difficult to predict. Its significance, and its implications 
for the future of the whole of Southern Africa are by no means as certain. 
So far, reactions to the result, from South Africa and elsewhere, have been 
noticeably restrained. The African States have said nothing so far-pre
sumably because they are waiting to see just what Mr. Seretse Khama and 
his Government propose to do. Britain, no doubt confident that the new 
Legislative Council will not create any problems it is not already aware of, 
has also remained silent. 

It was, in fact, left to South Africa to take the initiative on this occasion, 
just as it has done so often in the past where the Protectorates have been 
concerned. Not that the initiative amounted to very much. Dr. Verwoerd 
offered a few carefully chosen platitudes in welcoming Mr. Khama's 
assumption of office .as Premier. He went on, to score a few sly points off 
Britain's representative in Bechuanaland, Sir Peter Fawcus, by annbuncing 
that Mr. Khama was no longer a prohibited immigrant in the Republic
something of which neither Sir Peter nor Mr. Khama had apparently been 
aware. As a gift to the victorious Mr. Khama it could hardly have been 
considered generous. But it was all that was offered. 

ON THE Sl!BJECTS that mattered, Dr. Verwoerd was a good deal less forth
coming. While he was not gauche enough to utter threats, the South 
African Prime Minister was at pains to point out that he was not concerned 
to discuss any further question of future relations between Bechuanaland 
and the Republic at this stage. These would have to wait until Bechuana
land was "freer" to negotiate with the Republic. 

This particular move was, nevertheless, a rather unsubtle way of indicat
ing that Bechuanaland would have to relinquish its political dependence on 
Britain if it wishes to enter into a useful (economic as well as political) 
relationship with South Africa. As such, it points to the tactics that Dr. 
Verwoerd proposes to use with regard to the Protectorates. Stripped of all 
the diplomatic language and the neat gestures it amounts to this : the 
territories will have to . detach themselves from any alliance-be it 
Commonwealth or Pan-African-of which South Africa disapproves, if 
they are not to feel the increasing pressure of the Republic's economic hold 
over them. In the case of Bechuanaland, the point. was made even clearer 
a few- weeks ago by' South Africa's notice that it intends to withdraw its 
railway services from that country. 

THE POSITION IS the more serious because Britain has apparently made 
no attempt to guard against South African pressure, either politically or 
economically, on the territories. Indeed, the neglect to which they have 
been subjected over the years, leaves them completely defenceless econom
ically, and thus political hostages to be dealt with as the needs of apartheid 
determine they should. 

Yet it is not too late for Britain to act. What is required is a clear 
statement that Britain will provide not only sufficient aid to enable the 
territories to develop at least some alternatives to complete reliance on the 
RepUblic, and a British guarantee that they will be able to pursue an 
independent policy even if this runs counter to South Africa's wishes. By 
doing this, Britain will not only secure the future of the Protectorates 
against further threats by Dr. Verwoerd. It will establish a situation in 
which South Africans, deprived of the opportunity to participate in a 
democracy, may at least benefit from the existence of genuine freedom in 
the States around its borders. • 


